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Modular

Verification
of Computer
Protocols
BRENT T. HAILPERN,

M E M B E R , IEEE, A N D

Abstract-Programs that implement computer communications protocolscanexhibitextremelycomplicatedbehavior,andneitherinformalreasoningnortestingisreliableenoughtoestablishtheir
correctness: In thispaper we discuss theapplicationofmodular
program verification techniques to protocols. This approach is more
reliable than informal reasoning, but has an advantage over formal
reasoning based op finite-statemodels: thecomplexityoftheproof
need not grow unmanageably.as the size of the program increases.
Certain tools of concurrent program verification that are especially
useful for protocols’arepresented:historyvarigbles
thatrecord
sequences of input and output’values, temporal logic for expressing
properties that must hold in a future system state (such as eventual
receipt of a message), and module specification and composition
rules.
The use. ofthese techniqqe5 is illustrated by verifyingtwodata
transfer protocols frow ‘the literature: the alternating bitprotocol and a
protocolproposed by Stenning. ’ ’

I. INTRODUCTION

P

ROGRAMS thatimplementcomputercommunication
protocolscanexhibitextremelycomplicatedbehavior,
because they mpst cope with asynchronous computing agents
and the possibility o’f failures in the agents and in the communication ‘medium.. A survey of the literature in the area ofprotocol, verification can be. found in. Bochmann and Sunshine
[ 2 0 ] . Mostpreviousapproaches to verifying network protocolshavebeenbased
upon reachability arguments for finite’ state models of the protocols. This techniqu.e has the advantautomated.‘Itencountersdifficulties,
age ,of beingeasily
however, as the state space of the protocol becomes large. For
example, finite-state models present difficulties indealing with
propertieq related. to correct data transfer, because representing each value, to be transmitted -can make the ‘state space extremely large,, and possibly infinite. Bochmann and Sunshine
[20] presentsometechniquesforreducingthestatespace:
partial Verification (not proving all aspects correct), combining
or ignoringcertainstates,usingassertions
to classify states,
and focusing search (not checking
all paths). All thesetechniques involve. ignoring some states or using some ionfiniteIn constate tool (which cannot, in general, be automated).
trast,theapproachdescribedheremodelsaprotocol
as a
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parallelprogram, andcorrectnessproofsfollowtheFloydHoarestyleofprogramverification.Logicalassertionsattached to the programabstractinformationfromtherepresentation of thestateand
allowreasoning about classes of
states. This avoids the combinatorial explosion, and the length
of theproofneednot
growunmanageablyas
theprotocol
size increases. (Our technique is notautomated,butmany
automatic
Floyd-Hoare
verifiers are
being
developed
by
others.)
In this approach, the network/protocol system
is modeled
by asetofinteractingmodulesthatrepresent
logical units
ofthesystem,such
as thecommunicationmedium,transmitter, and receiver. There are two kinds of modules to be
considered:processesandmonitors.Aprocess
is anactive
program component, and a monitor is a data abstraction with
synchronization [ 3 ] , [8]. We exploitthemodularity of the
systemmodelin
theconstruction of proofs.Atthelowest
level, the properties of processes and monitors areverified
byexaminationoftheircode.Inconstructingthesystem
proof we use these verified properties and can ignore
the internal structure of the module implementations. For example,
buffers are anabstractdatatypethatcanbeimplemented
in many ways. Any implementation meeting the requirements
of the data type may beused in the protocol without affecting
the correctness proof of the rest of the system.
Two kinds of properties, safety and liueness, are important
for parallelsystems. Safetyproperties have theform“bad
things will not happen.” They are analogous to partial correctness and are expressed by invariant assertions which must be
satisfied by the system state at all times. Safety properties are
often expressedin termsof auxiliary variables thatrecord
the history of the interactions
of the modules.Because auxiliary
variablesare notimplemented,theycanrecordhistories
of
unbounded length and are an important element inour proofs.
Safety proofs are constructed as follows. One first verifies the
invariants of the lowest level modules directly from the code.
Onethen shows thatinconjunctiontheseinvariantsimply
theinvariants oflarger components, ultimately arrivingat a
proof of the invariant of the whole system.
Liueness properties have theform“goodthings
will happen.”Theyincludeterminationrequirements
in sequential
programsandrecurrent.propertiesinnonterminatingprogrims likeoperatingsystems.Untilrecently,therehasbeen
littleworkontheverificationof
liveness properties,other
thansequentialtermination.
Becauselivenessrefers
tothe
of a desired state,conventional
logical
futureoccurrence
formulas,whichonly
refer to a single state, are. inadequate
for expressing and reasoning about liveness. To deal with.live’
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ness, we use the notation of temporal logic 1161, which pto- ductive assertion:
vides operatorsformakingassertionsaboutfuture
program
2 of).
states.
Temporal
formulas
expressing
liveness propekt,,es are
called commitments. Commitmentsare verified in th&+ame
modularstyleasinvariants:onefirst
verifies thecommitmknts.Combinations
,of thetwomodalitiesare
alsouseful.For
.
of the lowest level modules directly from the code, and then
*example, theformula oVP (iHfinitely often P) implies that
therearean infinite number of future states for
which P is
shows that, in conjunction, they imply the commitments of
the higher level modules.
OP implies
true. (To understand this interpretation, note that
The rest ofthispaper is organizedasfollows.InSection
00P
that P willbe truein some ‘futurestate.Theformula
I1 we briefly review some of the tools we will use: temporal statesthatthis
will alwaysbetrue.Inparticular,
if P ever
logic, history variables, and modular specifications. In Sections becomes false, it is guaranteed to become true again at some
111 and IV we discuss the verification of two protocols, Sten- latertime,andthismeansthat
it mustbetrue
aninfinite
[ 11 . nqpber oftimes.)The
nings protocol [ 191 andthealternatingbitprotocol
00 operator is especiallyuseful for
Our emphasis in these sections is on the specifications of each st&ng recurring properties of a program, for example,
module, and their composition to imply the system
specifications. We will not perform the lowest level verification of in00 (the buffer is not full).
variantsandcommitmentsfrommodulecode,although
we
of the
will indicatehowitcouldbeperformed.Thatphase
We will also use thecustomary universalandexistential
verification is carried out by Hailpern [7] .
quantifiers. Thus, the assertion
11. VERIFICATION TOOLS

3n(V(x = 2 X n ) )

A . Temporal Logic
Temporal logic provides operators for reasoning about the
past and the future, although we will only need the operators
In thecontext of programverification, the
forthefuture.
“future” is aprogramcomputation,that
is, asequenceof
states that could arise during program execution. Informally,
thefirststate
in acomputationrepresentsthepresent,and
subsequent states represent the future. Computations are not
restricted to startingatthe
beginningof the program, so a
“future”state
in onecomputationmaybethe“present”
state in another.
The versionoftemporallogic
we will usewasdevelopea
by Pnueli [5], [ 161 -1181, and is further described by Lamport [ l o ] . A discussion of its use in program verification can
be found in Owicki and Lamport 1151. Its two basic operators
are 0 (henceforth) and 0 (eventually). The formula o P (henceforth P) means “P is true for all states in the computation”
(P is true nowand will remain true forever). Theformula
OP (eventually P) is interpreted as “there is some state in the
computation in which P is true” (Pis true now or will become
true). The modalities 0 and 0 are duals, that is,

op=-v-p.
Whenwe say that a temporal formula
is true for a program,
we mean that it is true for all computations of that program.
Temporal operators can be used to express both safety and
liveness properties.Forexample,
program termination,
a
liveness property, can be expressed by the formula

states that x will eventually become even. Note that n in this
wewill not use formulas
formula is not a program variable;
in which quantified variablenamesarealsousedasprogram
variablesin
theprogramunderconsideration.This
should
make the meaningsof the formulas clear.For another example,
consider the assertion

Vi(x=i>ox>i).
Thisassertionstatesthat
x onlytakesonvalues
that areat
least as large as its initial value, regardless of what that initial
value was.

B. Histories
Our proofs use history variables to record the sequence of
messages that are the input and output of the modules of the
system. History variables have frequently been used in reasoning about communication systems [6], [g] , [ I I ] , [ 1 3 ] ,[14].
The initial value of a history variable is the empty sequence,
and the only operation allowed is appending a new value.
Suppose A and B are history variibles. We write A ( B , to
denote that A is an initial subsequence of B . This means that
IA 1 < IB 1, and the two sequences are identical in their
first
1A [ elements, where 1 - 4 1 denotes the length of history A . If
X is a history variable, the following assertion is true for any
program containingX:

VAqA=

x 3 o(A 5 x>).

at P 3 0 after P
Thisassertionstates that if there is some point at which
X
has the value A , then at all subsequent times A is an initial
where a t P and after P are assertions that are true of states in
which control is (respectively) at the beginning or end of
the subsequence of X . Thisfollowsfromthefactthattheonly
program. An example of a safety property is an inductive as- operation on a historyvariable is appending a new value.
We now introduce some notationfordescribinghistories.
sertion,that is, anassertion that will remaintrue if it ever
I is aninLet A and B be arbitrary history sequences. I f A has elements
becomestrue.Thefollowingformulastatesthat
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u , U,y , z’ then we can write
A

= (uwz).

If IA I = i~ then we may also write

A = 4~&’= 1 .
We denoteconcatenation
that is,

Verifying safety properties from code is a well-understood
task. To show that an assertion is invariant,onemustshow
that it is true initially, and that it is preseried by each action
of the module under consideration (because all of our invariants involve only local and private variables, there is no need
to consider interference from other modules). Thus, when we
prove that P is invariant, we have proved the temporal assertion

ofsequencesbyjuxtaposition,
Init’ 2 0P

A = ( U V H j ? ) = (uvyz).

whereInit’ is anassertion that describes the initialstateof
the program. Proving pre-and postassertions of operations is
Finally, there are certain temporal assertions about histories essentially verifying the partial correctness of the operation’s
which we will use often in reasoning about liveness. The first code.Proofs of thesesafetypropertiesarediscussedfurther
is an assertion that the size of a given history will grow with- in Owicki [ 131 .
Liveness properties of modules(commitments
and live
out bound. Itis abbreviated as u ( A ) , where
assertions) are proved from code using axioms and inference
rules about the liveness properties of program statements,exu(A) = Yn(O(IA I > n))
pressed intemporal logic. Asummary ofthisapproach
is
given inSection 111-D,anddetailedrulesarediscussedby
which is equivalent to
Hailpern, Owicki, and Lamport [7] , [15] . Note that when we
u(A)=Yn(o(lAI=n>OIAI>n)).
say that P is a commitment,we mean that
Thesecondassertion,
given below,statesthataparticular
value occurs an unbounded number of times in the history.
Letting c ( A , m ) be the number of occurrences of m in A , we
have

uc(A ,rn) = Yn(O(c(A,m) > n)).

Init 3 oP
just as withinvariants.However,commitments
complextemporalformulasthaninvariants.Forexample,
commitments oftenhave the form

are more

P 3 OQ.
C. Modular Specifications
A module specification involves three kinds of information.
First,safetypropertiesare
given by invariants: assertions
abobt the modules’s variables that are true at all times in the
computation.Second,
liveness properties arespecifiedby
temporal logic assertions called commitments, which describe
conditionsthattheprocess
causes tobecometrue.Finally,
the servicesprovided bythemoduletoothermodules
are
described by pre-, post-, and live-assertions about each operation.Pre-andpostassertions
give safety(partialcorrectness)
properties of the operations. If the precondition holds when
the operation is, invoked,, and if it terminates, then at termination the postcondition must, hold. The
variablesinthese assertions must be private to the prbcess that invokes the operation, in thesense that no otherprocess can modify their values.
This ‘avoids the complexity ,that can arise when dealing with
variables ,that are shared between several processes. (A general
discussion of private variables is given by Owicki [ 131 .) The
live-assertiondescribes theeffectsthattheoperation
causes
when it is invoked. Live-assertions may involve variables that
can be modified by,otherprocesses.
Verifying that a system meets its specifications
is done in
serveral phases. One phase is to examine the code of low-level
modules, and prove that it satisfies the specifications. In the
other phase, the specificationsofcompoundmodules
are
verified from the specifications of their components.

Tostatethatthisassertion
is acommitmentmeansthatin
any computation starting in a legitimate initial state,
whenever
P becomes true, Q will be true at the same time or later.
Compoundmodulesare
verifiedby.showing
thatthe
invariants and commitments o f the module are implied by the
invariants and commitments of its components. At this stage,
lessens
there is no need to consider the code. This approach
the level of detail which must be dealt with at each step. It has
thefurtheradvantagethatthesystemproofremains
valid
if any component is replaced by a different implementation
that meets the same specifications.
111. STENNING’S DATA TRANSFER PROTOCOL

To illustrate the application of these program verification
techniques to communicationprotocols
we will discussa
simplifiedversion ofadatatransferprotocolpresentedby
Stenning [19]. (The original version is discussed by Hailpern
[7] .) The protocol is required to deliver all input messages
intheorderinwhichthey
are presented.Stenning verified
thesafety,properties of the algorithm,usinganonmodular
proof technique. He did not considerliveness.
Fig. 1 contains the code for the simplied Stenning protocol
to be considered,and
Fig. 2 is adiagramillustrating
the
network structure. The protocol
is composed of three processes: a transmitter, a receiver, and a communication medium.
Thetransmittertakes
as inputanunboundedsequence
of
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Transmitter. process
begin

I

initialize )

WaitingForAck

.= I

HighestSent := 0
loop

I

sendmessagc

if (HighestSent

1

< WaitingForAck)

HighestSent := HighestSent

(x).read(da1a)

mtr

. send(

+

st!.then

I

[HigheslSent, data] )

timer. start
fi

1
. ExistsMl then
mrt . receive( [ackno, ackl

{ service acknowledgments
if (mrt

)

if (ackno = WaitingForAck) then
t i m e r . cancel
WaitingForAck := ackno

+

1

fi

fi
{ service time-outs ]
if (timer. TimeoutsExist) then
t i m e r . cancel
mtr

. send(
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[HtghestSent, data] )

timer, start
fi

(It is assumed that message corruption, if it can occur, is
detectedbya
lower level checksummechanism,andthat
corrupted messages are discarded.)
The protocol must ensure that the messages are ultimately
deliveredcorrectly in spiteofthisunreliability.This
is accomplishedby attachingasequencenumber
to the messages
sent by the transmitter and the acknowledgments sent by the
receiver. The transmitter sends each message repeatedly until
it receives an acknowledgment of that message, using a timeout mechanism to trigger the retransmission. Thefirsttime
the receiver gets a message with a given sequence number, it
recordsthe message in theoutputstream.It
alsosends the
transmitter an acknowledgment for every message it receives.
The names of the history variables used
in the proof are
indicated in the network diagram in Fig. 2. As already men(and the
tioned, X is theinputhistoryofthetransmitter
receiver(and the
entire system), and Y is the output of the
system).Theinputand
output historiesofthemessagemeoutput
diumare a and /3, respectively,whiletheinputand
histories of the acknowledgment medium are y and 6 . We denote the unbounded sequence of items to be transmitted by

end loop

Receiver: process

x,

begin

( Initialize

These are the values obtained from
and they appear in the
input history X . Note that D is a global constantsequence,
which may be referenced in the proof of any module. On the
other hand, X is a localvariableof the transmitter module.
A message containing sequence number i anditem di is denoted by Mi, that is,

I

NextReauired : = I
loop

I

I
. receive( [messno. datal I

get message

mtr

if (messno = NcxlRequirrd) then
{ service new message )

(?I . wrtte(data)
NextRequtred := NextRequired

+

M i= [i, di].

I

fi

I

send acknowledgment

mrt

. send(

t

[NextRequired - 1 , "ack"] )

end loop
end process

(b)
Fig. 1. Stenning'sdata transfer

protocol. (a) Transmitter. @) Receiver.

p -41"py
I
X read

transmitter

&nr

This is the form of messages in a and /3. An acknowledgment
for message i, the pair [ i , "ack"] is denoted by Ai:messages
in y and 6 have this form. Note that di,Mi, and A i are constants, whose
values
donot
change throughoutprogram
execution.
of StennThe remainder of this section presents the proof
ing's protocol. We first give thespecifications of thecom111-A), usingtemporallogic
municationmedium(Section
tomake preciseassertionsabouttherequirements
it must
satisfy. We next discuss safetyforthe
simplified protocol,
giving the invariants for the transmitter and
receiver (Section
111-B), and then using them to prove system invariants (Section
111-C). The proof of liveness properties in Sections 111-Dand
111-Efollows the same pattern.

Y write

Fig. 2.

System diagram for Stenning's data transfer protocol.

x.

It sends them to the receiver, via
messages X from source
the communication medium mtr. The receiver outputs messages to sink y (the associated output sequence is denoted Y)
andacknowledgesreceipt
via thecommunicationmedium
mrt. Complications arise because thecommunicationmedia
are unreliable. Messages can be lost, duplicated, or reordered.

A . Communication Medium
Thecommunicationmedium usedby the protocol is not
defined by program code; it is essentially a black box about
which we havelimitedinformation.Infact,what
we know
aboutthemedium
is itsspecifications.(Thesespecifications
could be verified by examining the code of lower
level components of the system, just as the specifications of the transmitter and receiver can be verfied from their code.)
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Recall that a module specification involves three kinds
of
information:invariants,commitments,and
service specifications. Because the communication medium we are considering
is anunreliableone,
it hasa veryweakinvariant:
nothing
comes out thatwas not put in,

ExistsM
pre:

true

true
post:
live:

Oafter mtr.
ExistsM

(mtrl)

mE03mEa

Note that a send operation
always terminates, and receive
terminates if a message is available. The pre- and postassertions
ofmtr.ExistsMareboth“true,”which
gives nosafety information
about
the
operation.
In
fact,
wewill only use
Notethat m is afreevariable,
not aprogramvariable. We
mtr.ExistsM
in
reasoning
about
the
liveness
property
that a reobserve the usual convention that free variables are universally
ceive
operation
terminates.
quantified. Thus, m t r l states that everymessage inis
alsoa
Thetimer is another black box, and
we coulddefineits
message in a. These safety assertions describe a medium which
properties
in
a
similar
way.
However,
because
we will not be
maylose,duplicate,andreordermessages:
the only assumpdoing
detailed
proofs,
it
suffices
to
state
that
if the timer is
tion is that it does not create spurious ones.
set
and
never
canceled,
then
eventually
a
timeout
notification
The invariants above would be satisfied by a medium that
[7] presents the detailsomitted
will bereceived.Hailpern
never.delivered any messages, andinthat
case nooutput
here.
would ever appear.Themedium
assumed by Stenning’s
protocolhastwoindependentcommitmentsthatguarantee
that somemessages ultimately get through.Thefirst
is an B. Safety: Transmitter and Receiver
Safetyspecificationsofprocessesare
given by invariant
assertion that if an unbounded number of messages are sent,
assertions
about
the
variables
of
the
process.
To verifya
then messages are infinitely often available to be received.
processinvariant,oneshows
thatitholdsinitially,and
is
u(a)
(mtr2)
ExistsM
3 00 mrr.
preserved by each operation of the process. This is a straightforwardsequentialverificationproblem.
We do not give the
~ ( y 3) 00 mrt(mrt2)
ExistsM.
details of these verification steps here; we merely state the invariants and explain them informally.
In these assertions we used the medium function “ExistsM,”
The safety specification of the transmitter consists
of two
which returns the value “true” if at least one message is avail- invariants expressed in terms of the abbreviations
M j and Ai
in anassertion
is interpreted as defined earlier:
able. A modulefunction
true of a state if the function would return “true” when invoked in that state.
3 n ( X = ( d i > r = ,/ \ ( m E a > g i < n ( m = M i ) ) )
(TI 1
The second commitment asserts that if the same message is
IXl>k> 13 A k - , € 6 .
(E)
sent over and over again, it will eventually be delivered (provided thatthe receivingprocesskeepsacceptingmessages).
The first invariant states that when n items
havebeen input
This commitment is expressed by the formulas
to the transmitter, the output to the medium contains only
(mtr3) messages that correspond to those n items with sequence num(uc(a, m) A u@)) 3 Om E P
bers attached. The invariance of T1 can be proved by noting
(uc(y, m ) A u(6)) 3 Om E 6 .
(mrt3)
that it holds initially (when all sequences are empty) and that
it is preserved by each operation of the transmitter. We could
Theseareabouttheweakestassumptions
wecanmakeand
versionof
still be able to show that the protocol is able to deliver mes- actuallyproveamuchstrongerinvariantforthis
the protocol, but we do not need it in the system proof. A
sages.
formal proof that the transmitter maintains these invariants
Finally, we mustspecifytheoperationsprovidedbythe
to
medium. In this case there are three: send a message, receive wouldincludereasoningaboutthetransmitter’schanges
a message, and check to see whether any messages are waiting CY and 6 , using thepre-andpostassertionsofmtrsendand
to bereceived. The specifications of these
servicesare given mrt.receive given in the last section.
The invariant T2 states that the kth input term is not read
rnrt are
belowfor
themediummtr;thespecificationsfor
- 1)st message
untilaftertheacknowledgmentforthe(k
essentially the same.
has been received. This is obvious from the transmitter code.
send (m)
The receiver has two invariants, which are similar to those
of
the transmitter:
pre:
a=A
mE63mEy.

1)

post:

a= A h )

live:

0 after mtr. send

(rnrt

‘dm(m€ 0 3 3j(m = Mi))3
( 3 n ( Y L(d&=’=,)
Ad/( E Y 3 M k

€0)

(R 1)

receive (var m)
pre:

=B

post:

0 = BOn)

live:

Omtr. ExistsM 3 O(after mtr. receive)

A j E y > ( M , E p AlYl>i).

(R 2)

Roughly speaking, the invariant R 1 states that the receiver
output Y will belegitimate if its input is legitimate.More
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precisely, if /3 contains only messages of the form [i, di] , then
Y is asequence of dataitems ( ~ ' i > r =and
~ ,eachdatum
in
Y corresponds to a message that appears in p. To see that the
receiver satisfies thisinvariant,observethat
it will add the
ith element to Y only after it receives a messagewith sequence
number i, and the value that is appended to Y is the one con,
tained in the message. By assumption each messagein /3 has
the form [i, di] ; therefore, the ith element of Y must be di.
The second invariant states that
if acknowledgment i is in
the output history T, message i is in the input history fl, and
the associated datum di is in Y . This is obvious from the flow
of control in the
receiver.Anacknowledgment is onlysent
afterthecorresponding
message hasbeenreceivedandits
datum appended to Y .

C.Safety: System
Thesystemsafetyspecificationsarealso
variant assertion:

given byanin-

The liveness properties of the transmitter and receiver are
given bycommitments.Verifyingthataprocess
satisfies its
liveness specifications requires reasoning basedon assumptions
about the liveness properties of program statements. Formal
rules for provingliveness propertiesfromprogramcodeare
given by Owicki andLamport [15]. Here we merelystate
the specifications, and give informal arguments that they are
satisfied by the process code. More detailed proofs are given
by Hailpern [7].
Ourassumption is that processes executefair&,that
is,
eachprocess makes progressunless it is blocked. Moreprecisely, let s be an unblockable action in the program. A t s is
s is ready to be executed, andafter s is
theassertionthat
s. Ourbasicliveness
theassertionthatcontrolhasfinished
assumption can be expressed in temporal logic by
at s 3 0 after s.

(SI) In the protocol system

YIX.

Thisassertionstates
thattheoutput
valuesareaninitial
sequenceoftheinput
values.It doesnotimplythatany
output valuesareever
produced;thatrequirement
is given
in the liveness specificationsto be discussed later.
We proceed by assuming the invariants for the transmitter,
the receiver, andthecommunicationsmedium,and
showing
that the system invariant must follow. As a first step, we note
that the hypothesisof the receiver assertion R1
Vm(m E 0 3 3i(m = Mi))
follows immediately from the safety properties of the transmitter and medium. Because the transmitter only puts legitimate messages into the medium (Tl), and any message that
have beenput in bythe
comesout of themediummust
transmitter(mtrl),the
receivercan onlyobtainlegitimate
messages.
Now let

(at mtr. receive A Omtr. ExistsM) 3 Oafter mtr. receive.
Startingfromtheseassumptionsabout
program actions,
one can derive rules for proving liveness properties of larger
programstatements.Forexample,consideraprogramstatement of the form

loop S end loop
where S is astatementthatdoesnotcontainanyloopsor
actions that could be blocked. For such a statement, one can
prove

that is, control will infinitely often be at the beginning of S.
(This is exactly the form of the loop in the transmitter program.) Ontheotherhand,considerthe
receiverprogram.
Here again we have a loop, but its body S' contains the statementmtr.receive,whichcouldbeblocked.
For thisloop
we can prove

Because the hypothesis of R1 is satisfied, we know that the
conclusion of R1 holds, namely

Y 5 ( d i g1 .
But by m t r l ,

(at S' A o0mtr. ExistsM) 3 00 at S'.

MnE/33MnEa
and 7'1 implies that if M , E a,then I X I 2 n and hence

M , E a 3 ( ( d i g ] 5 X).
Thus, we can conclude

Y I (di>Y=] i x
system
thesafety
assertion

we are discussing, a process can
only
becomeblockedwhiletrying
to executea receive operation
on a communication medium which has nothing
available to
be received. The liveness specification for the receive operation
(of mtr) states that receive will terminate if a message is available, that is,

atS3oOatS

n = max {i: Mi E p}.

which
implies

D.Liveness: Transmitter and Receiver

SI.

rn

The
assertion
o0mtr.ExistsM
guarantees
that
whenever
mtr.receive is started,a message will eventuallybeavailable
so thatitcan finish execution.Thus,the receive cannot be
permanently blocked, and the loop body is executed infinitely
often.
So far, we have only talked about liveness properties that
involve making progress in the program. More general liveness
on the proproperties include the effect of program actions
gram variables. For example, from the pre- and postassertion
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ofsend,plusthefactthatsendcan
conclude

never block, we can

(at mtr. send A 1 (Y I = k) 3
O(after mtr. send A I (Y 1 = k

+ 1).

For the transmitter, in which mtrsend is embedded in a loop
whose body is executed infinitely often, we can conclude
o(la:I=k>Olal=k+l)
which implies u (a).
Now.let
us considerthe
livenessspecificationsofthe
tranmiitter.Theyconsist
of threecommitments.First,the
transmitter output history (Y grows without bound:

u(a).

1, JANUARY
1983

The receiver code satisfies theseassertionsbecausethe
repeated availability ofmessagesimplies that the receiver cannot be blockedatitsreceiveoperation.Therefore,
it repeatedlyexecutesitsloopbody,andeachtime
it increases
the length of fl and y. Note that the transmitter commitment
T 3 , which corresponds to R3, did not require an assumption
about the rest of thesysteminordertoguaranteethatthe
size of (Y keeps growing. This difference between T3 and R3
comesfromthefactthatthetransmitter
uses atimeout
mechanism and the receiver does not.
The receiver’s thirdcommitment is to acknowledgeeach
message it receives:
~i(~jEP>IYl~i-1)Au(P)>3
Yj[MiEP3(0(IYIZj)

( W

A ( ~ 4 7Ai)
, V O(Mi+1 E fl>))I.

( R5 )

Thiscommitment is independentofanyassumptionsabout
Thiscommitment is analogous totransmittercommitment
the environment. To see that it is satisfied, we note that the
T5. Assuming that message i does not arrive until the receiver
transmitter code is a repeating loop which can never be blocked:
has processed message i - 1, and that fl grows unboundedly,
theonlyoperationthatcouldcauseblocking
is “receive,”
the receiver will acknowledgeeach message it receives until
and “receive” is only performed when an acknowledgment is
the next one arrives, and will add dk to the output sequence
known to beavailable.Given that there is no blocking,the
Y . (It is necessary to assume u ( 0 ) because the receivercan
timeout mechanism guarantees that a
message is sent out at
block if messages donotarrive;suchanassumption
is unleast once every timer interval.
necessary for the transmitter, because it cannever block.)
The second transmitter commitmentis
E. System Liveness
(T4)
oO(mrt. ExistsM) 3 u(6).
The system liveness property we ultimately want to prove
is that each message is eventually output. Because the safety
Thisstatesthatthetransmitter
will increasethe size of 6
property tells us that any output produced is aninitial segprovided thattheenvironmentkeepsmakingacknowledgment of the input sequence, allwe need to establish is that
ments available in mrt. Thisfollowsfrom
the absenceof
the output stream gets arbitrarily long, that is,
blocking,andthefactthatthetransmitter
will acceptan
acknowledgment each time around its loop
(if one is available).
u(Y).
(S2)
Thethirdcommitment
is apromise to startsendingthe
next data item as soon as the current one has been acknowlOurfirststep is to prove that all of the medium history
edged:
variables grow unboundedly. This follows from commitments
of the processes and media:
Yi(AiE6 3 IXl>Z)3
tlj(Ai E 6 2 (UC(OI, Mi+1 ) V

I

E 6))).

(73)

The hypothesis of this commitment is anassertion that the
rest of the system must satisfy: an acknowledgment for
message i is not received beforethetransmitterhasstartedto
workon message i. Under thatassumption,oncethetransmitter receives acknowledgment j , itstarts to sendmessage
j
1, and it will send that message an unbounded number of
times unless it eventually receives acknowledgmentj
1.
Next we consider the liveness specifications of the receiver.
Again we have three commitments, and they are quite similar
tothecommitments
of thetransmitter.First,the
receiver
y to grow unboundedly aslongasit
is able
willcauseand
to receive messages from mtr.

+

+

ExistsMo0mtr.

3 u(y)

ExistsMo0mtr.

3

~(0).

u(4
u(a) 3 oO(mtr. ExistsM)
(mtr2)

( W

oO(mtr. ExistsM) 3 u(y)

(R3)

oO(rntr. ExistsM) 3 u(0)

(R4)

u(y) 3 oO(mrt. ExistsM)
(mrt2)

oO(mrt. ExistsM) 3 u(6).

(T4)

In combination, these assertions imply that
sequences grow without bound, that is,

all of the history

u(a) A uta) A U(Y) A u(6)

and that input is infinitely often available for mrt.receive and
mtr.receive.
(R3)
We now proceed to prove S2, using induction on the length
is to showthat if Y contains k
of Y . Theinductionstep
(R4) messages at some point, then it will eventuallycontain k +
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1 messages:

The first step in the proof is to establish the hypotheses of
assertions T5 and R5,which state that messages and acknowledgements do not arrive before the recipient is ready to handle
them. This is actually a safety property of the system;it often
turns out that liveness proofs require additional safety properties. It can proved easily from the safety specifications of the

PROCESS A
PROCESS B
Fig. 3. The alternating bit protocol. The transmission
or receipt of a
message is represented by a transition.Transmissionsare
underiined.Thesubscriptsrepresentthesequencenumber
of the message (0 or 1). Diagonal lines indicate input
from or output to an
external user.

Scantlebury, and Wilkinson [ 11 in 1969 in response to a Paper
[ 121. Lynch claimed thatat least twocontrol
byLynch
bits werenecessary tu sendmessagesovertransmission
lines
that causeerrors.(Here,theterm“error”impliesthatthe
communicationmedium can corrupt the contents of a
message.) Thealternatingbitprotocol,
asshown in thefiniteof control instate machine of Fig. 3, requires only one bit
formation to guarantee reliability.
The original protocol consists of two processes and a communicationmedium;both
processescansendandreceive
data from outside users.
We take a slightly different view of
the protocol by restricting the services that the two processes
A
provide and by including a second medium. Only process
We now know that the conclusions of T5 and R5 hold, so will receive data from users, and only process B will send data
we can reason with the simpler forms
to users. These changes do not significantly modify the problem, but they make the proof easier to understand. ProcessA
reads data from an external unbounded source of data 3E’. The
history of the data that the
processhasread is called X . A
sequence bit and a datum arexombined into a message, which
is sent to process B by way of communication medium mab.
Process B receives the messagesfrom mab, strips off the sequence bit, and outputs the data to the unbounded
sink
Now let us prove the induction step. Suppose that at some
The history of the data that the process has output is denoted
point 1 Y I = k . Then, applying RS’,either
Y . Acknowledgments,consistingof
a sequencebitandthe
datum “ack,” are sent back to process A by way of medium
mba. The histories a,0, y,and 6 record the messages sent to
and fromthemedia.
Fig. 5 shows thesystemdiagram.The
media are modeled as single-element buffers that can change
asequencenumber
totheconstant “error.” Such a change
representsacorruptionofthedatum.(Thismodelofcorruption is reasonable ifwe assume theexistence of alower
level mechanismthatdetectscorrupted
messagesbyusing
achecksum.Thecorrupted
messagescanbe reported in the
manner described above.) Our goal is to show that the protoin spite of the
Now case l a implies OMk+,E P (using mtr3), so case l a re- col deliversmessages in thecorrectorder,
possibility
of
corruption
by
the
medium.
The
code
for proc1Y I 2 k + 1 (using
duces to case 2. Butcase 2 implies 0
A
and
B
is
presented
in
Fig.
4.
esses
R5’). Finally, the system safety relations
provedaboveshow
1 Y I 2 k + 1. This completes the proof
that case l b implies 0
A . The Communication Medium
m
of liveness
the system
property.
Thecommunicationmedia
assumedby
thealternating
1V. THE ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL
bit protocol are somewhat more reliable than those discussed
protocol. Messages can be corrupted (in a
Inthe
field ofnetworkprotocols,thealternating
bit forStenning’s
detectableway),buttheycannot
be lost,duplicated,or reprotocol is a classic. It was firstpublishedbyBartlett,

r.
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A: process
var
WaitihgForAck. LastSent: integer { modulus
data. ack: item
ackno: (0.1, error)
.a,6 , X: brivate history
begin
{ initialize )
WailingFotAck := 1
LastSent := 0

ordered.Thefirstinvariantexpressesthisassumptionabout
data transfer:

2 )

=

{ has the curtent message been acknowledged?
if (Lastsent # WaitingForAck)
then
1 iead in new data I
LastSent := LartSent 0 1
. read(da1a)
fi

)

(x)

{ send new message )
mab . send( [Lastsent, datal )
{ wali for acknowledgment I
mba . receive( [hckno. ack] )
{ is this an qcknowledgment for the current message?

if (ackno = WditlngForAckI then
WaitingForAck . = WaitingForAck
fi
end loop
end process

1

0I

(a)
B: process
var
NextRequired: integer i modulus = 2 )
messno: (0,I, error)
info: item
8 , y . Y . private history
begin
j initialize )
NextRequired := 1

{ wait for next message
)
mad. receive( [messno, info1

0I

fi
{ send acknowledgment
mbasend([NextRequired

1
e 1. "ack"1 )

end loop
end process

Fig. 4.

(6 = yi) V corrupted (6 i ) ,

(mbal)

mab. empty =
mba. empty

-

mab. full

(mab2)

- mba. full.

(mba2)

ifmab:emptythenla\=IPIelselaI=l~I+l

(mab3)

ifmba.emptythenIy)=i61elseIyI=I6l+l.

(mba3)

Because the media for the Stenning protocol had
an unbounded
capacity, there were no invariants analogous to these.
There is one liveness commitmentforthealternatingbit
media. If message m is sent an unbounded number of times,
andanunboundednumber
ofreceivesare
performed,then
of
message m is received correctlyanunboundednumber
times. This is expressed by the commitment

loop

{ is this a new message? I
if (messno = NextRequired) then
{ process new message 1
(7) write(info)
NextRequired := NextRequired

(mab1 )

wherecorrupted(m)
is true if thesequencebitof
message
m is "error." The corresponding invariants for the communica(mtrl and mrtl) merely
tionmediaforStenning'sprotocol
asserted that any message that appeared in the output.history
must also appear in the input history.
Themediaforthealternatingbitprotocol
have afixed
buffering capacity of one message. This means that a medium
must be either empty or full, and that the input history can
be atmostoneelement
longer thantheoutputhistory.
These facts are expressed by the next two invariants:

loop
'

vi= ai)V corrupted Oi)

(b)
Alternating bit protocol. (a) ProcessA. (b) ProcessB.

uc(&, in) A u(p) 3 uc(P, m )

(mab4)

uc(y, m)A u(6) 3 uc(6, m).

(mba4)

Note that, this is the sameas commitments mtr3 and mrt3.
The Stenning media had another liveness commitment, which
is not needed here.
Eachmediumprovidestwo
services, send and receive,
andtwoauxiliaryfunctions,
empty and full. The services
services for mba are similar).
for rhab are shown below (the
The pre- and postassertions are
the same as for the Stenning
medium,butthe
live assertionsaresomewhatdifferent.In
particular, the send operation can be blocked if the medium is
full.
send ( m )
live: O(mab. empty) 3 V(after mab. send)
receive (var rn)
live: O(mab..full) 3 O(after mab. receive).

B. Safety: Process A .

Fig. 5 .

System diagram for the alternating bit protocol.

As before, we denote the ith data value to be transmitted
by di.The messages in history a contain a datavalueand a
message forthe
single bit of sequencinginformation.The
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ith datum is Mi, where

where

M i= [i mod 2, d i J .

#(a) = #a, la I).

The first invariant of process A relates the histories

X and

a:
3 n(X = (d&

1

A a E wj+g; cl.l,*)).

(A 1)

Determiningthesequencenumbersofacknowledgments
in 6 is a bit more complicated, because 6 may contain errors.
Elements of 6 have the form
[bit, “ack”] ,

The superscripts in invariant
A 1 are derived from those used
in regular expressions. In other words, when tz items have been
input to process A , the output to mab is asequence of repeated messages: one or more copies o f M , , then one or more
copies of M,, and so on, ending with zero or more copies of
M,. The last term is M,*, rather thanM,’, because after the
X,
operation f.read, the nth dataitem has beenreadinto
but message M , has not yet been sent. The invariance of A 1
is easy to see, because process A repeatedly reads a data item
and then transmits the corresponding message until it receives
an acknowledgement. Although this invariant
is considerably
simplified formof
strongerthan T1, thetransmitterinthe
Stenning’s protocol actually satisfies
the invariant A I . However,Stenning’s protocol was designed to deal with a medium
in which messages could be reordered, so the stronger invariant
was not necessary.
The second invariant of process A relates the sizes of a and
6:

where “bit” is an element of {C!, 1, error}. In order to define
# on 6 , we use aprojection 6 thatcontainsonlythenoncorrupted elements of6 :
6 = project (6, bit # error).
A projection of a history on a Boolean expression creates a
new historythatcontainsonlythoseelementsforwhich
theBooleanexpression
is true.Theorderoftheelements
of the original sequence is preserved in the projected sequence.
with
6 hasonlytheacknowledgments
Thenewsequence
bit equal to 0 or 1.
We candefine #(6, i) inthe .same way as #(a, i). Now
lettheprojection
71 taketo
6 n ( i ) . We canextend # to
6 as follows:

(A 2 )

161G1a1~161+1.

where #(6,0) = 0.
We are now ready to relate the parity changes of a to those
This follows from the fact that process
A repeatedly executes
of 6 . The third invariant for process A states that the ith mesa loop in which it sends a
message via mab and then accepts
sageis not sent until the (i - 1)st acknowledgment has been
a message from mba.
received and the ith item has beenread from
The third invariant establishes the correspondence between
acknowledgments in 6 and messages in y.In Stenning’s protocolthiscorrespondencewasobvious,becauseboth
messages
andacknowledgmentscontaineda
Cull sequencenumber.In
Theinvarianceofthisassertionfollows
easily fromthe
the alternating bit protocol, they contain only a
single bit of
code: it is only after a change in parity
is detected in S that
sequencinginformation. However, the fullsequencenumber
a new element is read from and then sent to a.
can bedeterminedbyexaminingthebit
fields of thepreceding messages in thehistory:achange
in paritybetween
C.Safety: Process B
successive elements signals achange in sequencenumbers.
The first three invariants for process B are much the same
We define #(a, i) to be the number of changes in parity in a
as the invariants for process A . We can define #(y, i) in the
up to and including element i ; thus, it is the sequence number
same way that we defined #(a, i), becauseneither a nor y
of the ith element in the sequence.
More precisely,
contains any errors. Because both 6 and p can contain errors,
we define #(o, i) in the same way as #(6, i). We also define Ai
#(a,(?)= 0
asthepair
[i mod 2, “ack”] . The first threeinvariantsare
#(a, 1 ) = 0
if a ] .bit = 0
then
#(a, 1) = 1
if a , . bit = 1
3n(lYI=nAy=~Ao*)Olj+)~=;~OlA,*))
(B1)
#(a, i) = #(a, i - 1)
if i > 1 A ai. bit = ai- . bit

x:

x

##(a,i) = #(a, i - 1 )

+1

if i > 1 A ai. bit # ai-

bit.

Note that a state with #(a, 1 ) = 0 cannot occur in this system,
because AI states that if 1 a I 2 1 , then a1.bit = 1. We will
#(a),
denotethelastsequencenumberinthehistoryby

The fourth invariant states that process

B’s output Y will
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be legitimate if its input p is legitimate:
(o(-corrupted (Pip\) 2 Plpl =M#(p)))
3 Y

i(d&y!

(B4)

The hypothesis of B4 (which will beproved as a system
safety property) implies that the uncorrupted messages in
are legitimate messages (they contain a datum from X and the
appropriatesequencebit)andthey
arepreceded
bythe
appropriatenumber
of parity changes.The ithelement is
added to Y only after process B receives a message with derivedsequencenumber i, andthe value that is appended to
Y is the one contained in themessage.

D. Safety: System
Thesysteminvariantforthealternatingbitprotocol
the same as for Stenning's protocol:

is

YIX.

(SI)

Its proof requires three further system invariants, which can
be derived from the conjunction of the module invariants.
The first invariant relates the sequence numbers of elements
in a and p.

1 , JANUARY 1 9 8 3

Thisinvariantimplies that there is at most one point in the
system where there is a message to be processed.
Proof of S4: Algebraicsimplificationestablishesthat
the
sum in S4 is 1. The fact that each term is nonnegative follows
fromthe processinvariantsandthesysteminvariantsjust
proved.

(IXl-#(a))>OA(#(S)+

1-lXl)~O

(A31

( ~ ) - l ~ l ) ~ ~ A ( l ~ l - # ( ~(B3)
~ ~ ~ ~
(#(a>-

#GO>> > 0 A (#(TI - #(W 2 0.

( S 2 , S3)

Becauseeachdifference
is nonnegative,andtheirsum
is 1 ,
each
term
in
the
sum must be no greater than 1 .
We arenowready
to prove the system invariant S1, that
is, Y 5 X .
Proof of S I : To prove S1, we need to prove the hypothesis
of B4, that is,
\

o(-corruPted (PIpI) 2 P I p l = M # ( @).)
Let rz = I p I. We know from nzab 1 that
-corrupted (0,)

3 p, = a,

and from A1 that

#(a,IpI)-iif(P)>oA

Vi((&= ai) 3 (#(a,]z

- #(P, f ) is even)).

(S2)

Proof of S2: Thisinvariant is aconsequence
and the definition of #. Mab1 states

Vj S I P I(Pj =

of rnabl

a,

=M#(,,n).

So the hypothesis of B4 will be proved once we have shown
-corrupted Con) 3 (#(a,n ) = #@,n)),

V corrupted (&)).

0 assign corresponding sequence mmbers
for the last element in unless it is corrupted.
corrupted (p,). We knowfrom S4 that
Nowassume
#(a) - #(p) < 1 . We canrewritethisdifference,usingthe
factthat #(p, n ) = #(p) toobtaintheequivalentrelation
that is, that or and

-

Using induction on the definition of #, we see that corrupting
anelementinasequencecannotresult
in a largervalue for
#. This establishes the first clause of S2. Thesecondclause
follows from the fact that # counts the number of changes of
parity!. Thesequencesstartoutwiththe
sameparity(the
(#(a>- #(a, n)) + (#(a, n) - HP,? I ) )
1.
same
parity of the empty sequence is 0), andendwiththe
parity (because ai = pi). Thus, either #(a, i ) and #(p, i) are The first term in the sum is nonnegative, given the definition
both odd or they are both even. In either case their difference of # and the fact thatma63 implies
m
is even.
Because #(y) and #(S) arerelatedin
the sameway as
laI2=1/3I=n.
#(a) and #$), we have a similar invariant relating their values:
Thus, the second term must be no greater- than
1 ; it is also
(S2). Because theonlynonnegative
nonnegativeandeven
#cy, 16 l)-#(6)2OA
even integer less than 2 is 0, we have the required result that
Vi((& = ri)3 (#(y, i) - #(ti, ]z is even)).
(S3) #(a, n ) = #(P, n).
This establishes the hypothesis of B4, so we can conclude
Y 5 X thenfollowsfrom
Finally, we add an invariant that relates the # values of all Y 5 ( d i ) E ( f ) . Therelation
Al.
the histories in the system.
E. Liveness: Processes A and B

(IXl-#(a))+(#(a)-#GO))+(#CC)-IYI>
+(lYI-#(y>>+(#(y)-#(6))+(#(6)+
=

Now let us consider the liveness specificationsof process A .
Theyconsistoffourcommitments.First,theprocess
will
nzab, because there is
initially put something into the buffer
(S4) no way it can become blocked before one value is put in.

1-lXl)

1 A eachterm in the sum is between 0 and 1.

KI:

AND HAILPERN

(A4)

full.
Init 3 Omab.

Second, if the process does not become blocked, the output history a grows without bound:
nornab.
empty

A o0mba. full 3 u(a).

(A51

We justify A 5 by noting that if there is no blocking, then one
message is sent on each cycle of the loop.
The third commitment states that whenever there is something in buffermba,there
will eventuallybesomething
in
buffer mab:

(A6 )

3 Omab.
mba. fullfull.

To see thatthis is the case, note that
process A repeatedly
executes its loop unless it is blockedbecause nzbais empty
or because mab is full. Given the hypothesis that mba is full,
the next execution of the loop body cannot become blocked
atmba.receive.Thusiteitheraddsanelement
tomab or
becomes blocked because mab.is full, In either case, we have
Omab.ful1.
The fourth commitment is a promise to start sending the
next data item as soon as the current one has been acknowledged:
u ( a ) > Y j ( # ( 6 ) ~ i > ( ~ ~ ( c u , M j + l ) V O ( # ( 61)).
)~i+

(A
Thehypothesis of A7 implies that the processdoesnot
become
pemanently
blocked.
Under
that
assumption,
if
process A receivesacknowledgment j , then A starts to send
message j + 1; it will send that message an unbounded number
of times unless it eventually receives acknowledgmenti 1.
Nextconsiderthe
livenessspecificationsofprocess
B.
Therearethreecommitments,andtheyareessentiallythe
same as A5-A7. (There i s no commitment analogous to A 4 ,
becauseprocess
B canbeblockedbeforeitproducesany
output.)

+

o0mba.
empty

A nomab.
full

3~(y).

nzab. full 3 Omba. full.

47)3

‘di(i(#(p)
2i 3
(O( I Y I 2 i) A ( ~ 4 7A ,
i ) V O(H0) 2 i + 11))).

(B5)

full -(mab.

A mba. full).

(S6)

7 ) Proof of 5’6: Consider the equation

~ l ~ l - l P l ~ + ~ l ~ l - l ~ l ~ + ~ l ~ l - l ~ l )
+ ( ( 6 ( + l--(cu()=1.
This is obviouslyaninvariant,because
theleft-hand sideof
the equation simplifies to 1. Moreover, each term in the sum
is always between 0 and 1; the proof is similar to that of S4,
usinginvariants A 2 , mab3, 8 2 , and 1?1ba3. Thismeansthat
at any time, exactly one term in the sum is equal to 1 and the
rest are equal to 0. Now mab3 and mba3 imply
mab.full-(lal-lPI=

mba. full

1)

( I y I - 16 I = 1).

Because at most one
time,
a at
most
one
buffer
We
are
now
ready
(B7)
ment

ofthesedifferencescanbepositiveat
can
be
full
at
time.
a
to prove the“nostarvation”commit-

u(a>A N - 9 .

Systeminvariant S I statesthat if anyoutputappears in
Y , it is the same as the input in X . The liveness property that
we want to prove is thatthelengthoftheoutputhistory
increases without bound:

Our proof willbe

liveness for Stenning’s protocol. The first step will be to show
thatthebufferhistories
grow withoutbound,that
is, that
values are repeatedly transmitted between the processes. This
will establish thehypothesesoftheprocesscommitments
A7 and B7, and system liveness follows,in much the same way
as before. However, the reason that the buffer histories grow
withoutbound is somewhatdifferent in thetwoprotocols.
In Stenning’sprotocol,thetransmitterincludedatimeout
mechanism thatrepeatedlyretransmitted
messages thathad
a to
notbeenacknowledged.Thus,thetransmittercaused
grow unboundedly, and then the commitments of the communication medium and the receiver guaranteed that 0 would
grow unboundedly. The alternating bit protocol does not rely
on timeouts.Instead,thetransmitter
sends a messageeach
time it receives an acknowledgment from the receiver. If the
receiver stoppedsendingacknowledgments,thetransmitter
wouldbecomeblockedandstopsendingmessages,and
vice
versa. Because thebuffers have aboundedcapacity,each
processcouldalsobecomeblocked
if theotherstopped removing items from its input buffer. Our proof must establish
that the processes cooperate in suchawaythatneither
becomes blocked.
Todemonstratethiscooperation,
we need the following
system invariant, which implies that at most one of the communication buffers can be full at any time:

(B6)

F System Liveness

U(Y).
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(S5)
structured much like the proof of system

(X71

Proof of S7: We will prove ~(0); u(a) will followfrom
mab3. We can use B5 to establish ~(0):it is onlynecessary to
show
o0mba. empty A o0mab. full,

or, equivalently,
00-

mba. full A oOmab. full.
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To show oOmab.ful1, we will show that there is some time at
i
whichmab.ful1 is true,andthat
if it is trueatanytime
there is a later time k at which it is true again. The fact that
mab.ful1 is trueatsometimecomesfromthecommitment
A4. Nowsuppose i is sometimeatwhichrnab.ful1
is true.
By B 6 , there is a time j 2 i such that mba.ful1 is true at time
j. But rnab.ful1 and mba.ful1 cannot be true at the same time
(S6), so j > i. Now by A 6 , there is a time k > j such that
k. Thus,foranytime
i atwhich
mab.ful1 is trueattime
mab.ful1 is true, there is a later time k at which it is true again.
Thisimplies oOrnab.ful1. Because onlyonebufferatatime
00
mba.ful1, and that completes
canbefull,thisimplies
the proof ofS7.
Note that this proof has been carried out quite informally,
to avoid introducinganumberoftemporal
logic theorems
that are not important in this context. A more formal proof
can be constiucted using the axioms and theorems presented
Hailpern
by
[7, Appendix A] .
Having proved that the hypotheses of A7 and B7 hold, we
know that the conclusions also hold:

-

W(#(S

2 i 1(uc(a, Mi+1

V V(H6 12 i + 1)>>

(A 7')

W(W) 2 i 3 (O( I Y I 2 13 A ( M Y ,Ai)
V O(W)2 i + 1I>>).

(B7')

We arenowready
to prove the systemliveness property
s5.
Proof ofS5: The proof of S5 is similar to the proof of the
(S2).
corresponding
property
Stenning's
in
protocol

V. CONCLUSION
Inadditiontotheprotocolspresentedhere,
we have
of BrinchHansen'smultiprocessor
proved thecorrectness
network [4]. We have found that program verification techniques can be used to prove the safety and liveness of network
protocols that handle anunreliablemedium. By insisting on
modular decomposition and restricting the view of implementation details, we are able to manage the complexity of program proofs. Temporal logic is an important tool, which allows
us to state liveness properties in a clear, consistent manner.
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